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Why Phrase Mining?

 Identifying and understanding quality phrases from context is a
fundamental task in text mining.

 Quality phrases refer to informative multi-word sequences that “appear 
consecutively in the text, forming a complete semantic unit in certain 
contexts or the given document” [1].

Scientific 
Papers

News
Articles

Expected Results
data mining
machine learning
information retrieval
…
support vector machine
…

Expected Results
US President
Anderson Cooper
Barack Obama
…
Obama administration
…

[1] Geoffrey Finch. 2016. Linguistic terms and concepts. Macmillan International Higher Education
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Why Phrase Mining?

w/o phrase mining w/ phrase mining

 Applications in NLP, IR, Text Mining
 Text Classification
 Indexing in search engine

 Keyphrases for topic modeling
 Text Summarization

 What’s “United”?
 Who’s “Dao”?

 United Airline!
 David Dao!
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Previous Phrase Mining/Chunking Models

 Statistics-based models (TopMine, SegPhrase, AutoPhrase)
 only work for frequent phrases, ignore valuable infrequent / emerging 

phrases
 Tagging-based models (Spacy, StanfordNLP)
 do not have requirements for frequency
 require expensive and unscalable sentence-level annotations for model 

training
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Framework of UCPhrase

 Silver Label Generation + Attention Map-based Span Prediction
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Silver Label Generation
 How do human readers accumulate new phrases?
 even without any prior knowledge we can recognize these consistently used patterns 

from a document
 e.g., task name, method name, dataset name, concepts in a publication
 e.g., human name, organization, locations in a news article
 Mining core phrases as silver labels
 independently mine max word sequential patterns within each document
 with each document as context
 preserve contextual completeness (“biomedical data mining” vs. “data mining”)
 avoid potential noises from propagating to the entire corpus
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Attention Map as Surface-Agnostic Feature
 Good features for phrase recognition should be
 agnostic to word surface names (so the model cannot rely on rigid memorization)
 focusing on sentence structure rather than phrase names

 Extract knowledge directly from a pre-trained 
language model

 the attention map of a sentence vividly visualizes 
its inner structure

 high quality phrases should have distinct attention 
patterns from ordinary spans

 Phrase Tagging as Image Classification
 train a lightweight 2-layer CNN model for binary 

classification: is a phrase or not
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Quantitative Evaluation
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Named Entity Recognition (NER)
 A named entity typically refers to a sequence of words that correspond to a specific 

entity in the real world (i.e., an entity with a name) (e.g., “Bill Clinton”)
 Named-entity recognition (NER) is a subtask of information extraction (IE) that seeks 

to locate and classify named entities in text into pre-defined categories
 Given a sentence, NER is to first segment which words are part of entities, and then 

classify each entity by type (person, organization, location, and so on)
 Example
 Input:   Jim bought 300 shares of Acme Corp. in 2006
 Output:  [Jim]Person bought 300 shares of [Acme Corp.]Organization in [2006]Time

 Most NER methods focus on three types of entities: person, location, and 
organization.  Some also include dates, times, monetary values, and percentages
 Also, biological entities (in bio-domain), or product names (for online advertising)
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Motivation

 Deep neural models have achieved enormous success for NER

 However, a common bottleneck of training deep learning models is the 
acquisition of abundant high-quality human annotations

 Few-shot NER learns to transfer to new domains/categories with only a 
few training examples.
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Limitations of current pipeline 

 Current approaches have not fully utilized the power of PLMs
representation models that predict entity types based on entity 
instance representations
the generation power of PLMs acquired through extensive general-
domain pretraining can be exploited to generate new entity 
instances
model can be trained with more instances for better generalization
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Overall Framework of ALIGNIE (Automatic Label 
Interpretation and Generating New Instance for Entity typing)

(Left): With a given type label 
hierarchy, an entity type 
interpretation module relates all the 
words in the vocabulary with the 
label hierarchy by a correlation 
matrix.

(Middle): An entity typing classifier 
maps the word probability at the 
[MASK] position to type probability 
using the correlation matrix.

(Right): A type-based contextualized 
instance generator uses an entity 
mention and its predicted type to 
construct a template for new instance 
generation to augment the training 
set.
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PLM-based Instance Generator

 E.g., a newspaper entity “New York Times” more newspaper names

[Context]. New York Times, as well as [MASK] [MASK] [MASK], is a newspaper.
Generation Template :

Entity Mention # ranges from
1 to the length of 
original entity mention

Predicted by 
Entity Type 
Classifier
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Multi-Token Instance Generation

 We randomly choose one [MASK] token at each step, and sample 
from its output token probability to fill in a word.

E.g.

The next blank to be 
filled in is randomly 
selected, therefore the 
order is not always from 
left to right.

The conditional 
probability at each step
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Generated New instances based on predicted types 
of example entities

 Multi-token instances
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Main Results

 Prompt-based results have higher performance than vanilla fine-tuning in few-shot 
settings. In fully supervised settings, however, fine-tuning performs a little better than 
prompt-based MLM.

 ALIGNIE can even outperform fully supervised setting on OntoNotes and BBN, but 
cannot on Few-NERD. This is because the training set of OntoNotes and BBN are 
automatically inferred from external knowledge bases, and can contain much noise.
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Challenge
 The biggest challenge of distantly-supervised NER is that the distant supervision 

may induce incomplete and noisy labels, because

 the distant supervision source has limited coverage of the entity mentions in 
the target corpus

 some entities can be matched to multiple types in the knowledge bases---
such ambiguity cannot be resolved by the context-free matching process

 Straightforward application of supervised learning will lead to deteriorated 
model performance, as neural models have the strong capacity to fit to the given 
(noisy) data
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RoSTER

 RoSTER: Distantly-Supervised Named Entity Recognition with Noise-
Robust Learning and Language Model Augmented Self-Training [EMNLP’21]
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Method

 Noise-Robust Learning: Why straightforward application of supervised 
NER learning on noisy data is bad?

 When the labels are noisy, training with the Cross Entropy (CE) loss can 
cause overfitting to the wrongly-labeled tokens

 Generalized Cross Entropy Loss (GCE)

 Rationale: Since our loss function is noise-robust, the learned model will 
be dominated by the correct majority in the distant labels instead of 
quickly overfitting to label noise; if the model prediction disagrees with 
some given labels, they are potentially wrong

Only use reliable labels 
(model prediction agrees)
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Method

 Contextualized Augmentations with PLMs

 Randomly mask out 15% of tokens in the original sequence

 Feed the partially masked sequence into the pre-trained RoBERTa model

 Augmented sequence is created by sampling from the MLM output 
probability for each token

 Further enforce the label-preserving constraint:

 sample only from the top-5 terms of MLM outputs

 if the original token is capitalized or is a subword, so should the 
augmented one
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Experiment Results

 Main Results
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What Is Taxonomy?

 Taxonomy is a hierarchical (or DAG) organization of concepts
 Ex.: Wikipedia category, ACM CCS Classification System, Medical Subject Heading

(MeSH), Amazon Product Category, Yelp Category List, WordNet, …

Wikipedia Category MeSH: PubMed Amazon Product Category

artefact

Motor vehicle

motorcargo-kart truck

hatch-back compact gas guzzler

WordNet
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 Taxonomy can benefit many knowledge-rich applications
 Text Understanding
 Knowledge Organization
 Document Categorization
 Recommender System
 ……

Corpus

ML
IR

NLP

Method

Dataset

Application

Multi-dimensional Corpus Index

2016
2017

2018

recommend
similar

GPU

TPU

Processing
Unit

Share features

Why Do We Need Taxonomy?
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How to Get Taxonomy: Manual vs. Automated?

 Manual Curation
 Time-consuming
 Tremendous human (experts) efforts
 Examples
 Medical Subject Heading (MeSH): 60+ years
 ACM CCS Classification System: 40+ years
 IEEE Taxonomy: 40+ years

 Automated taxonomy construction/enhancement from text is in great demand

Text Corpus User

provide minimal
guidance for help
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Multi-Faceted Taxonomy
 One facet only reflects a certain kind of relation between parent and child nodes
 Real-world applications need multi-faceted taxonomy

 Help organize, index, and retrieve documents
 Facilitate multi-faceted search
 Conduct analysis at meaningful levels of abstraction

Hypersonic vehicles:
Different people have 
different views

Relation: IsSubfieldOf

Relation: IsLocatedIn
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Issues Related to Taxonomy Construction

 Set Expansion 

 Given a few seeds as a set, find other items and expand the set

 For example, given {Illinois, Maryland}, derive all U.S. states

 Taxonomy Construction (with Minimal User Guidance)

 User give a seed skeleton taxonomy (in a small scale) and text corpus to 
build a taxonomy organized by certain relations

 Taxonomy Expansion & Enrichment

 Update an already constructed taxonomy by adding new items on the 
existing taxonomy
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 Generating the target class names by probing a language model

 Preventing concept drifting with Class Guided Expansion (CGExpan)

CGExpan: Probing Language Model for Guidance

Yunyi Zhang, Jiaming Shen, Jingbo Shang, Jiawei Han, “Empower Entity Set Expansion via Language Model Probing”, ACL’20

Entity-probing query

Class-probing query
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 Class name generation: 
 Iteratively submit class-probing 

queries to a language model to 
get multi-gram class names

 Repeat the process by randomly 
sampling entities 

 Keep all generated class names 
that are noun phrases

CGExpan 1: Class-Name Generation
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 Class name ranking: 
 Build entity-probing queries for each 

candidate class
 Compare the retrieved results with seed 

set to score each class name
 Rank the class names: select one best 

class name and several negative ones

CGExpan 2: Class-Name Ranking
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 Class-guided entity selection (by Rank ensemble)
 Retrieve and score entities (including those currently in the expanded set) based 

on entity probing queries and selected class names
 Select top-rank entities to expand the set

CGExpan 3: Class-Guided Entity Selection
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Methods Wikipedia APR
MAP@20 MAP@50 MAP@20 MAP@50

Egoset (Rong et al., WSDM’16) 0.877 0.745 0.710 0.570
MCTS (Yan et al., ACL’19) 0.930 0.790 0.900 0.810
SetExpander (Mamou et al., EMNLP’18) 0.439 0.321 0.208 0.120
CaSE (Yu et al., SIGIR’19) 0.806 0.588 0.494 0.330
SetExpan (ECMLPKDD’17) 0.921 0.720 0.763 0.639
SetCoExpan (WWW’20) 0.964 0.905 0.915 0.830
CGExpan (ACL’20) 0.978 0.902 0.990 0.955

CGExpan: Quantitative Results

One time text ranking

Our solutions

Bootstrapping

Wikipedia: 1.5M Wikipedia article sentences (20 semantic classes manually labeled for evaluation);
APR: 1.1M news article sentences (40 semantic classes manually labeled for evaluation)

• vs. Bootstrapping: better address the concept drifting issue

• vs. One time text ranking: better leverage seed supervision iteratively

MAP@K: Mean Average Precision truncated at position K
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FGExpan: Fine-Grained Set Expansion

 Expanding entity sets at the finest possible granularity on a type taxonomy
 E.g., If the seeds are all African countries, then we should not add 

countries on other continents into the expanded set

Jinfeng Xiao, Mohab Elkaref, Nathan Herr, Geeth De Mel, and Jiawei Han. “Taxonomy-Guided Fine-Grained Entity Set Expansion” SDM’23
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FGExpan: Fine-Grained Type Inference

 Combine three scores to infer the fine-grained type of a seed set
 Entity generation score: Generate entities for each type and compare to the seed set
 Type generation score: Generate types for seeds and compare to the taxonomy
 Entailment score: Test if the types are supported by the corpus context
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FGExpan: Taxonomy-Guided Expansion
 Taxonomy-guided auxiliary type selection: Use the type taxonomy to sharpen the 

distinctiveness between positive and negative types
 Entity dictionary enrichment: Dynamically add new entities to the vocabulary
 Fine-grained type-guided entity ranking: Use generation and entailment scores to 

tighten the semantic boundary of fine-grained types

Top: FGExpan components

Bottom: CGExpan components
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FGExpan: Quantitative Results

Prevents critical failures 
due to semantic drifts in 
the inferred type of the 
entity set

MAP up by 0.176
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Seed-Guided Topical Taxonomy Construction
 User gives a seed taxonomy as guidance
 A more complete topical taxonomy is generated from text corpus, with each node 

represented by a cluster of terms (topics)

• A user might want to learn 
about concepts in a certain 
aspect (e.g., food or research 
areas) from a corpus

• He wants to know more about 
other kinds of food
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CoRel: Seed-Guided Topical Taxonomy Construction by 
Concept Learning and Relation Transferring

Three Steps:
1. Learn a relation classifier and transfer the relation upwards to discover common root concepts of

existing topics
2. Transfer the relation downwards to find new topics/subtopics as child nodes of root/topics
3. Learn a discriminative embedding space to find distinctive terms for each concept node in the taxonomy

43

Jiaxin Huang, Yiqing Xie, Yu Meng, Yunyi Zhang and Jiawei Han, “CoRel: Seed-Guided Topical 
Taxonomy Construction by Concept Learning and Relation Transferring”, KDD (2020)
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Relation Learning and Transferring
 Learn a relation classifier using pretrained language model (e.g., BERT)

 Using a weakly-supervised text embedding framework

 Transfer the relation upwards to discover possible root nodes (e.g., “Lunch” and “Food”) 

 The root node would have more general contexts for us to find connections with potential 
new topics

 Extract a list of parent nodes for each seed topic using the relation classifier

 The common parent nodes shared by all user-given topics are treated as root nodes

 To discover new topics (e.g., Pork), we transfer the relation downwards from the root nodes
44
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Qualitative and Quantitative Results

45
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Taxonomy Expansion: Motivation

 Why taxonomy expansion instead of construction from scratch?
 Already have a decent taxonomy built by experts and used in production
 Most common terms are covered
 New items (thus new terms) incoming everyday, cannot afford to rebuild 

the whole taxonomy frequently 
 Downstream applications require stable taxonomies to organize 

knowledge
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TaxoExpan: Self-supervised Taxonomy Expansion with 
Position-Enhanced Graph Neural Network [WWW’ 20]

 Two steps in solving the problem:
 Self-supervised term extraction
 Automatically extracts emerging terms from a target domain
 Self-supervised term attachment
 A multi-class classification to match a new node to its potential parent
 Heterogenous sources of information (structural, semantic, and lexical) 

can be used
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Self-supervised Term Attachment

 TaxoExpan uses a matching score for each <query, anchor> pair to indicate 
how likely the anchor concept is the parent of query concept

 Key ideas:
 Representing the anchor concept using its ego network (egonet)
 Adding position information (relative to the query concept) into this egonet

49

Query: “high dependency unit”
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Leveraging Existing Taxonomy for 
Self-supervised Learning

 How to learn model parameters without relying on massive human-
labeled data?

 An intuitive approach

50

Existing
taxonomy 1

2 3 4

5 6 7
Query node

Step 1: randomly select a “query
node” in the existing taxonomy

1

2 3 4

5 6 7

True position

1

2 3 4

5 6 7
False position

Step 2: select a local
sub-graph around true

position

1

3

7
6 ,

True example

1

4

7
6 ,

Step 3b: select a local
sub-graph around false

position

False example
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TaxoExpan Framework Analysis

 Case studies on MAG-CS and MAG-Full datasets
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TaxoCom: Topic Taxonomy Completion with 
Hierarchical Discovery of Novel Topic Clusters

 Topic taxonomy completion: Task ≈ CoRel
 Results: Better quality than Corel
 Method: 
 Recursive expansion of a given topic hierarchy
 Discovering novel sub-topic clusters of terms 

and documents

Dongha Lee, Jiaming Shen, SeongKu Kang, Susik Yoon, Jiawei 
Han, Hwanjo Yu, “TaxoCom: Topic Taxonomy Completion with 
Hierarchical Discovery of Novel Topic Clusters”, WWW’22
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TaxoCom: Hierarchical Discovery of Novel Topic Clusters

 Starting from the root node, it performs (i) locally discriminative embedding, and (ii) 
novelty adaptive clustering, to selectively assign the terms (of each node) into one of 
the child nodes

 Locally discriminative embedding optimizes the text embedding space to be 
discriminative among known (i.e., given) sub-topics

 Novelty adaptive clustering assigns terms into either one of the known sub-topics or 
novel sub-topics
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TaxoEnrich: Self-Supervised Taxonomy Completion 
via Structure-Semantic Representations [WWW’22]

 Task: Inserting new concepts into an existing taxonomy 
 Find the relatedness between the concept and each 

candidate position
 How to capture extra semantic information?
 Taxonomy-contextualized embedding
 Layer-aware representation

Minhao Jiang, Xiangchen Song, Jieyu Zhang and Jiawei 
Han, “TaxoEnrich: Self-Supervised Taxonomy Completion 
via Structure-Semantic Representations” (WWW’22)
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TaxoEnrich: The General Framework

 Taxonomy-contextualized embedding which incorporates both semantic meanings of concept and 
taxonomic relations based on powerful pretrained language models

 A taxonomy-aware sequential encoder which learns candidate position representations by encoding the 
structural information of taxonomy

 A query-aware sibling encoder which adaptively aggregates candidate siblings to augment candidate 
position representations based on their importance to the query-position matching

 A query-position matching model which extends existing work with new candidate position representations
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Document-Level Relation Extraction 
 Document-level relation extraction (DocRE)
 Extract semantic relations among entity pairs in a 

document
 Blindly considering the full document?
 A subset of the sentences in the doc (“evidence”) 

should  often be sufficient to identify the relation  
 An evidence-enhanced DocRE framework: EIDER
 Efficiently extracts evidence and effectively leverages 

the extracted evidence to improve DocRE
 Using a document-level relationship extraction dataset 

DocRED (2019)
 Relation extraction benefits natural language 

understanding in many ways
 Ex. Knowledge graph construction

Yiqing Xie, Jiaming Shen, Sha Li, Yuning Mao, Jiawei Han, “EIDER: 
Evidence-enhanced Document-level Relation Extraction”, ACL’22 Findings

Only need [1]+[10] to identify [head, relation, tail]

http://hanj.cs.illinois.edu/pdf/aclf22_yxie.pdf
http://hanj.cs.illinois.edu/pdf/aclf22_yxie.pdf
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EIDER Architecture

The left part (the training stage), we jointly extract relation 
and evidence using multi-task learning, where the two tasks 
have their own classifier and share the base encoder   

The right part (the inference stage), we fuse 
the predictions on the original document and 
the extracted evidence using a blending layer
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New Event Type Representation

 About 90% of event types can be 
frequently triggered by a predicate verb

 “frequently triggered”: The event type is 
triggered by verbs more than five times

 While predicate verbs could be ambiguous, their word senses combined with object 
heads can clearly indicate the event types Represent an event type as a cluster 

of <predicate sense, object head> (P-O) pairs

ETypeClus: Induce event types by 
finding those P-O pair clusters [EMNLP’21] 
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ETypeClus: Automated Event Type Induction

 Step 1: Extract predicates and object heads from corpus (Use a dependency parser 
+ a set of linguistic rules)

 Step 2: Select salient predicate lemmas and object heads
 Step 3: Disambiguate predicate senses
 Step 4: Cluster <predicate sense, object head> pairs in a latent spherical space
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Predicate Sense Disambiguation

 Key idea: compare the usage of a predicate with 
each verb sense’s example sentences in the verb 
sense dictionary 

 How? Use the contextualization power of PLMs:
 Continuous representation: hidden 

representation of the last layer
 Discrete features: mask the target verb and let 

PLM predict the most possible replacements
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Cluster <predicate sense, object head> pairs in a 
latent spherical space

 Joint Embedding and Clustering 

 We propose to jointly embed 
and cluster P-O pairs in a latent 
spherical space

 The P-O pair embedding 
learning is guided by the 
clustering objective

 The clustering quality is 
improved with the good 
structure of the latent space
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Experiments on ACE and ERE Datasets
Recover human-labeled event types
Identify new types and finer-grained types
compared with human labeled ones 

 Run ETypeClus to generate 100 candidate clusters
 On ACE dataset, we recover 24 out 33 types (19 out of 

20 most frequent types)
 On ERE dataset, we recover 28 out 38 types (18 out of 

20 most frequent types)
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Experiments on Pandemic Dataset

Human Intrusion Test of 
P-O Pair Cluster Quality

Interesting event types Examples sentences for identified event types 
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Open-Vocabulary Argument Role Prediction

 Related Work: 
 Most of existing studies rely on hand-crafted ontologies (costly, cannot generalize)
 A few studies try to automatically induce argument roles (limited pre-defined 

glossary) 
 New Task: Infer a set of argument role names for a given event type to describe the 

crucial relations between the event type and its arguments

Yizhu Jiao, Sha Li, Yiqing Xie, Ming Zhong, Heng Ji and Jiawei Han “Open-Vocabulary Argument Role Prediction for Event Extraction”, EMNLP’22

http://hanj.cs.illinois.edu/pdf/emnlp22_yjiao.pdf
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Framework for RolePred (Argument Role Prediction) 
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RolePred 1: Candidate Role Generation
 Predict candidate role names for named entities by casting it as a prompt-based in-filling 

task
 Prompt Construction:  (using Generation Model : T5)

 Context. According to this, the ⟨MASK SPAN⟩ of this Event Type is Entity.
 Ex.  The 1964 Alaskan earthquake, also known as the Great Alaskan earthquake, occurred 

at 5:36 PM AKST on Good Friday, March 27.  According to this, the ⟨MASK SPAN⟩ of this 
earthquake is 5:36 PM.
 ⟨MASK SPAN⟩ is expected to be filled with time (or start time) as the argument role

 Considering the entity’s general semantic type: person, location, number, etc., we slightly 
alter the prompt to fluently and naturally support the unmasking argument roles  

Prompt design for different entities
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RolePred 2: Candidate Argument Extraction
 Formulate the argument extraction problem into question-answering task
 Input: follow a standard BERT-style format (Model: BERT based pretrained QA model)
 [CLS] What is the Event Role in this Event Type event? [SEP] Document [SEP]
 Ex. [CLS] What is the casualty in this pandemic event? [SEP] The COVID-19 pandemic is an 

ongoing global pandemic of coronavirus disease. It’s estimated that the worldwide total 
number of deaths has exceeded five million ... [SEP]
 The argument is expected to be five million
 Note that, for some roles, a given document may not mention its argument. That is, the 

above-constructed question can be unanswerable. Thus, for each extracted answer, we set a 
threshold on its probability from the QA model to filter out some unreliable results.

 Benefit
 Widely adaptable to any argument role or event type
 Judge if some arguments exist
 Search for arguments in a document (not within a sentence)
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RolePred 3: Argument Role Selection

 Role Filtering

 Judge the salience of an argument role by involving multiple event instances of the same 
type 

 Ex. intensity of the earthquake events; host for the award ceremony events
 A role name belongs to the event type only if most of the event instances have their 

associated argument

 Role Merging
 Different roles can represent similar semantics and share the same arguments in an event
 Ex. The date, official date, and original date may refer to the same day for a firework event
 The semantic similarity of two roles is determined by the frequency that they share the same 

argument in the event instances
 Ex. Given 10 instances of the firework event, if two roles, date, and official date, have the 

same day as their arguments in 5 instances, their similarity is 0.5
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Experiment: Argument Role Prediction
Argument Role Prediction Argument Extraction w/o Golden Roles

An example of 
generated roles

Extracted events 
by RolePred and 

baselines
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